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st s onso e P o essional ia ility ns ance
You work hard to be the best you can be. Nowadays, that includes
being up-to-date on new rules, regulations, and ways to protect
your patients and yourself. We work hard to ensure that your bases
are covered in the event of a lawsuit, licensing board action, or
other government investigation.
With the Trust, you get so much more than a malpractice insurance
policy. You get an entire risk management program – with free risk
management consultations from the Trust Advocate, educational
workshops, independent learning opportunities, and premium
discounts for participation in our risk management programs.

e yo ettin
yo can o t o yo
o essional lia ility ins ance
To ﬁnd out, call the people you can trust at 1-877-637-9700
or visit us online at www.apait.org. Join more than 40,000 of
your colleagues and get the peace of mind you deserve.
You’ve worked hard for it!

Recent Policy Enhancements
ß Protection for licensing board
investigations and record keeping
during retirement
ß Protection for investigations of
violations of the HIPAA Privacy Rule
ß Protection for Medicare or Medicaid
payment investigations
ß Speciﬁc deposition expense
reimbursement
ß Increased reimbursement limits for
“Loss of Earnings” and “Premises
Medical Payments”

w w w . a p a i t . o r g • 1 - 8 7 7 - 6 3 7 - 9 7 0 0
*

Underwritten by ACE American Insurance Company (ACE), one of the ACE Group of Companies. ACE USA is the U.S. based retail operating division of the ACE Group of Companies, headed by ACE Limited (NYSE:ACE) and rated
A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best and A+ (Strong) by Standard & Poor’s (Ratings as of March 31, 2009). Administered by Trust Risk Management Services, Inc. Policy issuance is subject to underwriting.
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Now One

CPH & Associates is delighted to announce that Rockport
Insurance Associates has joined our team.
~ Expect the same superior personal service and pricing.
~ Expect the same commitment to bringing you the best in
professional liability coverage.
~ Expect more programs and more resources.

SERVICES INCLUDE:
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Call 1-800-875-1911 or visit our website at www.cphins.com
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hildren requiring early and periodic screening,
diagnostic, and treatment services (EPSDT) number
about 31 million in the U.S In 2009, the almost three
million children in Texas eligible for EPSDT beneﬁts
resulted in Medicaid expenditures of approximately $1.8 billion
for health care. There is a subset of these children who also
require personal care service (PCS) provided by personal care
assistants to compensate for impairments in activities of daily
living (ADL) and instrumental activities of daily living (IADL)
due to illness or chronic conditions.
Psychologists are often unaware of the needs of families
who have children with special health-care needs (SHCN),
as these individuals are disproportionately represented in
public assistance programs. Traditional forms of psychological
services are often inaccessible to these individuals: Indeed,
parents of children with special health care needs experience
the same adverse ﬁnancial and medical effects of caregiving
as seen in other scenarios
across the lifespan, yet
they are less likely than
other caregivers to seek
health care services. In
a collaborative project
with the Texas Health
and Human Services
Commission, our
interdisciplinary team
has studied over 5,000
children under the age of 21 and their families, assessed
(from September 2008 to April 2009) by Department of State
Health Services (DSHS) case managers with instruments we
developed to help them determine a child’s need for PCS We
included ADL items to assess bed mobility, positioning when
upright, eating, locomotion inside, locomotion outside, transfer,
using toilet, dressing, personal hygiene, and bathing. These
are rated on a 6 point scale: independent, needs set up only,
needs supervision, needs limited assistance, needs extensive
assistance, or total dependence
In this project, we learned much about these children that merit
the attention of professional psychology and others invested
in the behavioral, social, health and educational issues facing
these children and their families In particular, we learned the
following about the children ages 4 to 20 (approximately 93%
of our total sample) assessed across the state:
1.

2.

51.4% had a combination of both medical and psychiatric/
behavioral/developmental problems; 23.2 percent had only
medical problems that caused them to seek PCS; just over
25 percent of these children faced psychiatric / behavioral
/ developmental problems without complicating medical
diagnoses.
Almost one-half (46.6%) of these children had a diagnosis

of some type of intellectual disability
3.

Either because of their age or because of their condition,
over 70% required continual or close stand-by assistance
to assure they made safe and reasonable decisions.

4.

Over one-third had little or no control of their bowel or
bladder function.

5.

The activities of daily living (ADLs) in which these
children exhibited the most dependence were more
complex, multi-step activities -- dressing, personal
hygiene, toileting, and bathing Among these ADLs, the
rate of total dependence averaged 47% For less complex
ADLs that may have been indicative of higher levels
of impairment (e.g., locomotion, positioning, and bed
mobility), the distributions tended to be bimodal Children
were either completely independent or totally dependent
in these speciﬁc ADLs
Over one-half of these
children required hands-on
assistance with ﬁve or more
ADLs Over one-third of
the children (34.8%) often
resisted when someone
tried to assist them with
ADLs; 16% resisted
treatment or therapies.

6.

All seven instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs)
displayed bimodal distributions for these children;
performance of these activities was either unaffected by
a child’s condition(s) or it was affected, and the child
was completely dependent For example, in medication
administration, one-half (49.9%) of the children were
independent or their condition had no effect on this
task; for 38.2% of the children, their condition affected
the performance of the task, and they were completely
dependent The highest level of total dependency was
observed in doing laundry. A child’s condition affected
the task, and the child was totally dependent, in 54.3%
of the cases.

7.

Over one-third of responsible adults caring for children
aged 4 to 20 and receiving PCS worked full-time;
75 percent were also caring for other children; over
half were caring for other children with some type of
impairment. Almost one-half of responsible adults
indicated that problems with strength or stamina made
them unable to assist their children with some ADL or
IADL tasks.

8.

The vast majority of these children were attending school
Forty-one percent were in elementary school; 19% were
attending middle school; just over one-quarter of the
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children were in high
school (25.3%) Less
than one percent
attended college, and
less than one percent
attended kindergarten.
The medical conditions with
more than 5% prevalence
rate included asthma (29%),
some seizure disorder
(29%), Attention Deﬁcit
Hyperactivity Disorder
(26%), cerebral palsy (24%),
Autistic Spectrum Disorder
(24%), bed-bound (16%),
and paralysis (11%). About
5% prevalence rates were
seen in hydro/microcephaly,
apnea, congenital heart
disorder, spina biﬁda or
some other spinal cord
injury, and traumatic brain
injury. Almost 17% of the
children had problems with
chronic pain, and almost
13% had a problem with
falling.
Behavioral problems
reported with more than
5% prevalence rate included
socially inappropriate
behavior (31%), repetitive
behavior (30%), physically
abusive (29%), wandering (26%), verbally abusive (23%),
injury to self (18%), elopement (15%), bullying/menacing
behavior (14%), and deliberate damage to property (13%).
Autism, anxiety, depression, and disruptive behavior had
prevalence rates ranging between 10 and 17%
Where is personal care assistance needed? Complex tasks
typically associated with the bathroom required the most
hands-on assistance. These
include bathing (83%); dressing (80%); personal hygiene
(79%), and toileting (72%).
The next level of complexity
includes mobility and eating tasks: locomotion outside
(42%); locomotion inside
(41%); transfer (38%), eating
(34%); upright positioning
(30%); and bed mobility (28%).
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The Need for Psychological
Services and Expertise
Of note for psychologists is the degree and variety of
behavioral issues that compromise the well-being of
these children and their families. These data clearly
indicate that behavioral interventions may be helpful, yet
only 17% of the sample are
reported receiving some form
of mental or behavioral health
treatment, and 4% reported as
needing but not receiving this
treatment. In terms of urgent
need, about 7% reported as
needing referral to mental or
behavioral health specialists.
Psychologists are urged to consider ways to assist these
children and their families in community, home, and
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school-based programs This may require strategic and innovative uses of nondoctoral level providers to meet the various behavioral and health concerns of
these individuals. Psychological expertise is needed to inform meaningful policies
and implement creative programs to improve the quality of life of these children.★
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Walter Erich Penk, PhD,
ABPP, Editor, Texas Psychologist, and Consultant
Central Texas VA and Texas A&M College of Medicine

One of the delights editing the Texas Psychologist for TPA
is that when space opens up because no one sent a draft to
edit, then the editor is free to write a paper.
And that’s what happened this August, 2010.
No one sent a paper. Or, rather, we did not get enough
papers, even though we recruited and begged for drafts.
So, now, I can write my own paper.
And the topic I have chosen to write about is my personal
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good-byes to APA’s Council of Representatives. I was elected
in 2005 by my colleagues from Division 18–Psychologists in
Public Service. I served a three-year term. And, then, I was
re-elected in 2008. And, since no one can serve more than
two terms from Division 18, my time in Council ends on 31
December 2010. My six years are up.
So, now I’ll celebrate my joys of being able to write a paper
with the sadness that I am ﬁnishing my career in Council.
My main conclusion is that serving on Council is the best
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job I have ever had since graduating from the University of
Houston in 1965 some 45 years ago.
And this paper could end with that statement about what
I feel is the best. But, I was raised on Voltaire and life-long I
have been trying to ﬁgure what he meant when he wrote in
Dramatic Art
“The best is the enemy of the good.” — Voltaire
Whatever, I feel compelled to tell
the reader: Be sure to compete in
elections to serve on Council. For, if
elected, the job’s great and you will
be happy. Council is the best.
What’s the best about serving
on
APA’s
Council
of
Representatives?
Well, for one thing, Council meets
twice a year. And APA pays your
way for one meeting, the Winter
meeting which takes place in Washington, DC, late in February, usually during a snowstorm. And, in addition, Division 18
paid my way Council’s second meeting each year, the meeting
that took place in August during APA’s annual meeting. Not
every State or Division pay expenses to its elected ofﬁcers to
attend Council, so it was always a special treat for me to have
someone pay for two trips a year for six years.

And I noticed that I never asked, during the past six years,
whether I was getting my monies-worth paying dues at APA.
I will never ask that question again. APA dues are worth it, no
matter whether one serves on Council or not. Besides, I always
thought the free breakfasts at Council were great. You may not
be able to get a free lunch but, if elected to Council, APA will
supply a free breakfast, sometimes, even, a free lunch. And it’s
always a delight to see with whom you will be dining, among
so many notable psychologists who
serve on Council, who, like me, are
always searching for a free breakfast.
But, the joys of Council are more
than paid trips and free breakfasts: It’s
the central role and main contributions
that Council brings in governing the
American Psychological Association
(APA). Goals for the 162 members
of Council are to deliberate on APA’s
budget and the everyday operations
of the American Psychological
Association, interacting with leaders from APA directorates
and executive ofﬁces. And this being APA, APA is involved in
many extraordinary issues, particularly in the early part of the
21st Century when so many questions are being asked about
how to go about delivering health services practice, training,
research, and administration.

SHEPHERD, SCOTT, CLAWATER & HOUSTON, L.L.P.
" 5 5 0 3 / & : 4  " 5  - "8

Representing Mental Health Professionals
in the following areas:
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Serving on Council means its elected representatives debate the
many major issues that APA confronts on behalf of its members,
major issues about which most psychologists do not have time
to consider from their practices and their teaching. If one does
nothing other than listen to problems that APA’s Council, with its
leaders and its directorates, face on a daily basis, one is drawn
into and discusses what it takes for a profession to operate as an
entity and a governing body in a highly competitive world that
distributes its support among many professional groups through
laws and through advocacy.

resource for psychologists who are practitioners and for those
who are teaching. Called the Practice Wiki, psycLINK enables
practitioners to interact with each other about interventions.
Examples of resources, say, on cultural competencies are links
to continuing education from the New Mexico Psychological
Association. Resources for classifying depression and ﬁnding
interventions are likewise listed. PsycLINK, the Practice Wiki,
was commissioned by Kathleen Nordal, PhD, and Randy Phelps,
PhD, from APA’s Practice Directorate to support clinicians in
their practice.

Like some members of APA. I may have had some doubts,
in the past, about whether I was getting enough from my dues,
but once I was elected to Council and saw close up what APA
operations were like, I never again experienced another doubt.
APA is real. APA faces real issues. And APA is tough.

And the colleagues in APA that you should be thanking for
such extraordinary gifts about operations in your profession
are such individuals as Norman Anderson, PhD, APA’s CEO,
Carol Goodheart, EdD, APA’s president for 2010, with James
Bray, PhD, APA past president for 2009, along with Tony
Habash, DSc (Information Technology Services) who took
over and now manages developments and operations for
APA’s electronic operations. The Practice Wiki, as well as
www.apa.org, are Internet resources, immediately available
to all who are APA members; The Practice WIKI is just one
of thousands of resources that are
the results of what we pay dues
to get.

And considering Council’s agenda for its 118th meeting in
San Diego again provides but a brief glimpse that fully justiﬁes
each member of a state association or a Division to eagerly seek
a seat on Council. And I am only going to highlight a couple of
points that we covered in Council during our August meeting
in 2010. For the interested reader
(who by now should be thinking
about running for Council)
can ﬁnd the facts in excellent
summaries that Maureen O’Brien
(mobrien@apa.org) will write and
soon distribute. And results from
our meeting will soon be given in
the Monitor on Psychology and
other publications and outlets.
And TPA members will likewise
be able to read an account from
the representative that TPA sent
to Council, Rick McGraw. PhD.
The revised www.apa.org
Perhaps one of the major accomplishments that I was able
to observe during the six years that I served on Council is
that leadership in APA undertook to upgrade its technological
capacities: APA leads all scientiﬁc disciplines in providing
information about science and practice to its members. www.
apa.org at the moment simply is sublime. And each and every
member of APA, along with members of TPA, will receive
information, and will receive it quick, about Council and its
decisions in its meeting in San Diego, decisions about operations
from a technology system that simply now is operating in ways
that are superb. And it’s just a matter of each APA member to
master APA’s web and APA on the Internet and remember that
APA is moving into apps and Facebook and other electronic
systems to connect and to educate its members.
The new PsycLINK: http://PsycLINK.apa.org
And, if you are not completely satisﬁed with www.apa.
org as an immediate resource for your needs as practicing
clinicians and/or as teachers, then take a look at the new
http://psycLINK.apa.org. www.psycLink.org is a new Internet
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And what was most amazing
about APA’s $100+ million operating
budget in 2009 was that Norman
Anderson, Carol Goodheart, James
Bray, with Archie Turner (APA’s
Chief Financial Ofﬁcer) started out
2009 predicting a deﬁcit but ended
the ﬁscal year with a six million
surplus. As a consequence, APA’s
annual dues will not increase. I do
not know how Archie Turner turned
a deﬁcit into a surplus: I hope, now,
he talks to federal government.
But APA’s strength is not just in its annual surpluses or
in the buildings that APA is paying for on First Street and G
Street in Washington, DC. The prize in APA are its journals
and its publications. APA’s ofﬁce on publications started as
gifts from psychologists back in 1927. Now APA’s Publisher is
Gary VandenBos, PhD. He directs one of the largest publication
operations in the world, one that has high impact ratings (e.g.,
APA’s ISI impact for 2009 was 2.74, compared to the next
highest book publisher, Elsevier at 1.29 and Wiley at 1.15)
Revenues from APA’s publications approached $80 million in
2009. APA continues to develop its publication operations,
having gone web-based in 1996 and now, in 2010, APA has
instituted on-line publishing. Publication times used to be as
long as nine months; now, on-line, publication is 30 days.
APA publications provide APA members with opportunities
to maintain their skills and learn new techniques. But it is an
Age of the Great Recession. And even APA publications show
signs of slowing. But APA publications are not ceasing, given
what Gary VandenBos reported to Council. APA publications
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are advancing sciences and practices that form Psychology by
making sure APA members have open access to information
about the profession; by continuing to integrate new
technological developments in APA publication operations; by
competing with others who are publishing; by creating links
beyond the Internet and apps to Google and other electronic
forms of communications.
But there are many trials ahead, not just for APA’s operating
budget but for every psychologist in practice, in research, in
academics, and in administration. And we all need APA to be
strong and to advocate on our behalf, through Council, through
its directorates, and through its leadership.
Perhaps the best thing that Council did in August was to
pass legislation in its governance that now will guarantee that
each State and each Division will have at least one member on
Council. Before, representation was determined by apportionment, based upon votes recorded annually. But, a committee
led by Elena Eisman (Executive Director, Massachusetts Psychological Association, and newly elected to APA’s Board of
Directors) recommended that Council make sure each State and
each Division has at least one representative on Council. And
Council passed that recommendation.
I learned so much during my six years on Council. I had
assignments to Task Forces that permitted me to work out

with fellow psychologists to develop recommendations for
policies governing APA. But one of the best things I learned
was that saying goodbye to some one who is leaving Council
is just another occasion to say hello to those continue their
contributions and the new ones who will be taking over.
From Texas, James Bray, PhD, is completing his role as APA
Past President and now leaves to take on other tasks. Melba
Vasquez, APA President-Elect, will become APA President
on January 1, 2011, and bring a new leadership from Texas
to APA. And other psychologists will continue to serve on
Council: Cindy Carlson, PhD, Division 16 (School Psychology),
Department of Educational Psychology, University of
Texas, Austin; Scott Churchill, PhD, Division 32 (Society for
Humanistic Psychology), University of Dallas; Laurel Wagner,
PhD, Division 39 (Psychoanalysis), Private Practice, Dallas,
Texas; Gary Brooks, PhD (Society for the Psychological Study
of Men and Masculinity), Baylor University, Waco, Texas;
and Richard McGraw, PhD (Texas Psychological Association),
Private Practice, San Angelo, Texas...along with Timothy
Elliott, PhD, Division 22 (Rehabilitation Psychology), Texas
A&M, who starts on Council on January 1, 2011.
So, I say Good-bye to Council by saying hello to those who are
newly-elected but even moreso I encourage every psychologist
to discover ways to run for this ofﬁce, while, of course, you are
writing papers for TPA’s Texas Psychologist. ★
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